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Abstract. While recent years have seen considerable progress in image
denoising, the leading techniques have been developed for digital photographs or other images that can have very different characteristics
than those encountered in X-ray applications. In particular here we
examine X-ray backscatter (XBS) images collected by airport security
systems, where images are piecewise smooth and edge information is
typically more correlated with objects while texture is dominated by
statistical noise in the detected signal. In this paper, we show how multiple estimates for a denoised XBS image can be combined using a variational approach, giving a solution that enhances edge contrast by trading off gradient penalties against data fidelity terms. We demonstrate
the approach by combining several estimates made using the non-local
means (NLM) algorithm, a widely used patch-based denoising method.
The resulting improvements hold the potential for improving automated
analysis of low-SNR X-ray imagery and can be applied in other applications where edge information is of interest.
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1. Introduction
Denoising is a fundamental problem in image processing that continues to attract
significant attention. Much recent work exploits patch-based approaches, which
compare small regions in the image to find those that have similar appearance,
relying on the fact that natural images often contain repeated patterns. Notable
patch-based approaches include non-local means denoising (NLM) [1,2] as well
as the BM3D collaborative filtering approach [3]. Generally speaking, these algorithms compare a small patch surrounding the pixel being denoised to other
patches in the image, and perform a weighted average based on a patch similarity
measure. Many variations on the original NLM algorithm have been developed
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that offer increased computationally efficiency [4,5,6], patch comparison in lowerdimensional spaces [7,8], automatic parameter selection [9,10,11], and alternative
noise or statistical models [12,13,14].
Most authors have focused on the general image denoising problem, where
recovering both texture and edge content is important. However, in some applications, the edge content of the images is most important, either because the underlying images have little inherent texture or because this texture is dominated by
noise. Our work was motivated by one such application, namely denoising of X-ray
backscatter (XBS) images collecting during airport screening [15]. These systems
use low X-ray dosage to minimize radiation exposure. The resulting images have
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), meaning that texture tends to be obscured and
therefore edge content provides important cues. These images also display slowly
varying intensity, so straightforward Total Variation (TV) denoising [16], which
assumes piecewise constant images, is not appropriate. It is important to consider how existing denoising approaches can be adapted to these types of imaging
scenarios.
In previous work [15] we found that NLM outperformed standard methods for
XBS image denoising. Despite this, there is a need to further improve denoising
performance. First, NLM noise suppression in the vicinity of unusual features (socalled ‘rare patches’) is suboptimal [17]. Second, while NLM does an excellent job
at preserving high-contrast edges, it can blur low-contrast edges, making detection
of low-contrast objects more challenging.
We propose to address these problems by combining multiple denoising estimates (generated using different parameter settings) via solution of an optimization problem that encourages locally flat solutions through the use of TV-type
gradient penalties. Because we solve a separate optimization problem for each
pixel in the image, the denoised signal can adapt to recover piecewise smooth
images. In combining different denoising estimates, our work is related to a recent
series of papers [18,17] which has shown that noise halo effects (residual noise
near high-contrast features) can be reduced by using weighted sums of multiple NLM outputs, which are generated using different patch shapes. Because the
weights used to combine patch shapes vary on a pixel-by-pixel basis, this weighting in effect creates a customized patch shape for each pixel. This approach allows
patches near unusual features (rare patches) to deform so as to encompass a more
homogeneous region, making the patch less ‘rare’. Several alternatives have been
explored for combining multiple patch shapes; for example uniform averaging, or
weights that minimize variance [18]. Recently, a patch weighting that minimizes
Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimate (SURE) was proposed [17] that successfully reduced noise halo effects. Other recent work on locally adapting denoising include
efforts related to NLM [19] and BM3D [20]. The important distinction between
our work and these earlier contributions is that we include gradient penalties
designed to enhance recovery of weak edges.
The contributions and outline of our work are as follows. First, in Section 2
we describe an optimization problem that includes both data fidelity and edge
penalty terms in order to find the optimal weights for combining multiple denoising estimates. Also in Section 2, we present an alternate version of the problem by
making use of inequality bounds and Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares (IRLS)

methods [21,22,23,24], giving an approach that is computationally manageable.
In Section 3 we show this formalism leads to edge enhancement in denoised XBS
images and quantify improvements in edge contrast. After briefly commenting
on XBS dose estimation from imagery, we conclude and discuss possible future
extensions in Section 4.

2. Methods
2.1. Calculation of individual denoising estimates
Denoising addresses the problem of recovering the true image values given a set of
noisy observations. Assuming the image is unwrapped into vector form so pixels
are labeled with a single subscript j, we have
v(j) = u(j) + n(j)

(1)

where v(j) is the data, u(j) is the noise-free image and n(j) is additive noise.
For a given pixel location, spatial domain methods reduce noise by averaging the
data over neighboring pixels k using a kernel function:

û(j) =

P

k∈Nsrch (j)

P

K(j, k, v)v(k)
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K(j, k, v)

(2)

where K(·) denotes a kernel function, Nsrch (j) is a specified searching window
centered at the jth pixel, and v is a vector containing all the pixel observations v(j). For classical spatial domain methods, the kernel function used is dataindependent, which has the advantage that filter coefficients can be precomputed
and computation reduced. For example, a Gaussian smoothing kernel depends
only on the spatial distance between the pixels being compared:

KGS (j, k, v) = KGS (j, k) = exp −kl − kk2 /h

(3)

where the parameter h controls the spatial width of the filter. In contrast, methods
such as NLM use data-adaptive (and spatially varying) weights to achieve better
performance. Each pixel location j is associated with a patch, typically a square
region centered on the pixel. The NLM kernel calculates the weights based on
measures of similarity between patches centered on points j and k. The most
common similarity measure for NLM is the mean-squared patch difference [9],
for which
 P
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(note [1] defined the denominator above as h2 ). In Eq. (4), λ is a bandwidth
parameter, while ∆ represents a local patch of pixels surrounding j, containing L∆
pixels; a patch of the same shape also surrounds k, and δ indicates the offset from
each patch center. Although a variety of patch shapes are possible [1,17], square
patches centered on the points of interest are most common. In (4) we have defined
d2 to denote the summed, squared point-by-point difference between pixels in
the patches centered on j and k. If similar patches can be found throughout the
image, then ideally the neighborhood Nsrch is taken to be the entire image, so the
averaging process is fully non-local. In practice, Nsrch is usually limited to reduce
computational load. For example, [2] chose 7 × 7 patches for ∆ and a 21 × 21
pixel search region. The key NLM parameters are the patch size, specified as a
half-width W (so L∆ = (2W + 1 )2 ), the size of Nsrch , specified as a half-width
M , and the bandwidth λ.
2.2. Convex combination of denoising estimates incorporating gradient penalties
We next consider methods for combining several estimates of a denoised image.
Assume that we generate P different estimates of the denoised image, corresponding to different choices of denoising parameters (for example, different averaging weights in the case of moving average filters, or different NLM patch shapes
or bandwidth parameters in the case of NLM denoising). For each output image we can calculate image gradients in x and y using finite differences of adjacent denoised pixel values. Thus we have available to us P different denoising
estimates, denoted termed ûp (j), and the corresponding x− and y− gradients
(▽x ûp (j), ▽y ûp (j)). We seek a vector of pixel-dependent weights that combines
these patch estimates to yield the estimate for pixel j:
û(j) =

P
X

wp (j)ûp (j)

(5)

p=1

To determine the weights wp , we will define a neighborhood Nj around j and seek
to minimize the sum of a data fidelity term and a Total Variation penalty:
J(w(j)) =

X
1 X
2
(û(l) − v(l)) + λ1
|∇û(l)|1
2
l∈Nj

(6)

l∈Nj

where w(j) is the vector of weights for pixel j, and |∇û|1 is the anisotropic Total
Variation, namely
|∇û(l)|1 =| ▽x û(l)| + |▽y û(l)|.

(7)

Minimization of the Total Variation (TV), or l1 norm of the gradient, has been
widely adopted as an edge-preserving image reconstruction method since its introduction in the classic ROF paper [16]. Note that in the above, Nj is the set of
pixels over which the optimization terms are calculated, and is not related to the
NLM patch size.

Next, the expansion in Eq. (5) is substituted into Eq. (6). Here we use the
fact that because the new û is a linear expansion of the component ûp , the new
gradients are linear expansions of the component gradients. Thus, we seek to find
weights wp (j) that minimize the quantity
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In addition, we require that the weight are all non-negative and sum to unity:
P
p wp = 1
(9)
∀p , wp ≻ 0
We note that all patch weights explored in [17,18] also required nonnegative
weights, as in Eq. (9). After finding the optimal weights for each pixel j, namely
w∗ (j) = arg min J(w(j))

(10)

w(j)

subject to Eq. (9), our final denoised estimate is found by using the resulting
wp∗ (j) (individual elements of w∗ (j)) in Eq. (5).
Fig. 1 illustrates how combining denoising estimates found from various patch
shapes can be beneficial. Subfigures a-c) show several NLM outputs corresponding
to centered and offset patches. By shifting the patch relative to the pixel being
denoised (shown as a circle) it is possible to generate output images that correctly
estimate the homogeneous background on one side or the other of a high-contrast
object, but not both. By combining the multiple outputs (using the solution
approach proposed below) a final higher-quality image is generated.
2.3. Simplification using inequality bounds
Solving the optimization problem described above on a pixel-by-pixel basis is very
computationally challenging. To reduce computation, we propose an approximation based on judicious use of inequality bounds. Our solution is based on the
Iteratively Re-weighted Least Squares (IRLS) method [21,22]. Specifically, IRLS
solves an l1 penalized type of problem iteratively where at each stage a set of
normal-type equations must be solved. Within the context of the problem of interest here, we solve a two-stage problem: A) find the solution to a modified version of Eq. (8) where the TV penalty is replaced by a quadratic penalty, and B)
modify the resulting normal equations according to the approach in [21,22] to
obtain the IRLS iteration.
Temporarily moving to a quadratic penalty (step ‘A’) and adding a Lagrange
multiplier λc to capture the constraint on the sum of the weights, Eq. (8) can be
rewritten to give the quantity to be minimized:
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subject to the constraints in Eq. (9). Here for convenience we have defined the
method noise for each estimate as ep (l) = ûp (l) − v(l), and have also written
the overall
P method noise as the sum of the P individual method noise terms:
e(l) = p wp (l)ep (l) (this follows from the fact we constrain the weights to sum
to 1). Now, we can employ an inequality relation to minimize an upper bound.
For the first term, we have
X
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and similarly for the gradient penalty terms. The use of the upper bound leads
to the simpler problem (absorbing a factor of 2 in to λ1 )
"
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p

again subject to Eq. (9); like Eq. (11), this minimizes a weighted sum of data
fidelity and image gradient penalties. To simplify notation above, we have defined
the squared magnitude of the gradient as
∇û2p (l) = (▽x ûp (l))2 + (▽y ûp (l))2 .

(14)

Taking derivatives with respect to each weight wp and setting to zero, we find


X
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(15)
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which can be solved to give wp . The constant λc is then eliminated by summing
all wp ’s and using the knowledge that they sum to one. This gives the result for
a quadratic penalty:
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Note that because all quantities are positive, the weights are all non-negative as
desired.

Given this solution, the next step (step ‘B’) is to move back to imposing a
TV-type penalty on the gradient. To do so, one approach is Iteratively Reweighted
Least Squares (IRLS). Let t be the iteration number. Following [25] we introduce
additional weighting terms γ (t) (l) into the optimization as follows.
P
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where the weighting factor is chosen to be
γ (t) (l) = q

1
2
∇û(t) (l) + ǫ

(18)

where ǫ is a small constant typically added to protect against division by zero [22].
Note that in Eq. (17), we iterate only on the weights; the underlying estimates
ûp (l) are not iterated. The effect of the weighting factor is that as the solution
converges, the gradient penalty converges to the desired L1 penalty.
In [17], the authors calculated patch weightings based on Stein’ Unbiased Risk
Estimate (SURE) and showed that it was helpful to smooth their SURE estimate
prior to calculating weights. We also found it helpful to smooth the method noise
estimates that are used in Eq. (17). We adapted the approach (and code) from
[17] to estimate a filtered version of the method noise. In Eq. 18 of [17], the authors
smooth their pixel-wise SURE estimate by using the divergence portion of the
SURE, which is readily calculated for NLM. We apply exactly the same averaging
to the method noise estimates, giving filtered estimates ep,f ilt as follows:
ep,f ilt (j) =

1 X
1|DIVj −DIVk |<κ ep (k)
C(j)

(19)

k

where C(j) is a normalizing term, DIVj is a vector containing the divergence
portion of the SURE term at pixel j, κ is a threshold calculated from the data,
and the notation 1− indicates that all pixels where the divergence condition is
satisfied are selected for averaging (full details are found in [17]).
Because our solution is locally optimized (solved pixel-by-pixel), we refer to
it below as the ‘Locally Edge-enhancing Optimization’ (or ‘LEO’) result.
2.4. Simplification to quadratic penalty
For comparison purposes, we also calculate the solution if we impose a quadratic
penalty on the gradient, rather than a TV-type penalty. The quadratic penalized
solution is given by Eq. (16), and is simply the result found during the first
iteration of IRLS. While the quadratic penalty will discourage roughness in the
solution and can provide some benefit, it acts as a smoothing penalty [26] and
tends to lead to solutions in which an edge is smeared across several pixels, rather
than being captured by a sharper but more localized transition. We will refer to
the quadratic penalty solution as ‘Q-LEO’ in results below.

3. Results
Here we present denoising results for a set of XBS images collected by American
Science & Engineering during product development (as a note, images shown
here are not from TSA scanners). The example images analyzed in this paper are
shown in Fig. 2. While we explored a larger dataset during development, these
images were selected as there are no privacy issues with them (i.e., all images are
upper-body views of male subjects). Later figures will zoom in on specific features
of interest within these images, but image metrics are reported for the full image.
Processing steps
Because the NLM weights in Eq. (4) are derived for Gaussian noise, we first apply
the variance-stabilizing Anscombe transform to the X-ray data, following [27] and
using code provided by the authors. After denoising the transformed images, we
used an inverse transform to return to the original image domain, using the exact
inverse found in [27]. This approach has been shown to perform as well as image
denoising techniques that explicitly account for non-Gaussian statistics [27].
After applying the Anscombe transform, we compute a set of individual NLM
estimates using several patch shapes. All of our results employ nine patch shapes
per pixel, all of size 7 × 7, and search neighborhoods of 15 × 15 pixels. All are
square patches, with the pixel being denoised located at different locations within
the patch: the patch center (as in standard NLM), at the four corners, and at the
midpoint of the 4 edges of the patches. Fig. 1 shows three of the patch shapes
used. Because the true noise variance is not known in our data, we chose a noise
estimate based on visual inspection of results, giving a value of σ = .019 (note,
we normalized images to lie in the range [0, 1]). The NLM bandwidth parameter
was then set to λ = σ 2 /2, as suggested in [17].
In subsequent analysis, we confirmed this choice of noise variance by estimating it from each of the Anscombe-transformed images used in analysis, using the method described in [28] and implemented in [29]. The median estimated standard deviation was σ = .0197 and all values were contained in the
range [0.018 − 0.022]. This confirms that our visual estimate was reasonable, but
more importantly demonstrates that noise appears to be fairly stable across our
dataset, and that the noise parameters can be directly estimated from the data.
To understand the effects of the edge penalty, we sweep the values of λ1 over
a range of 11 values (1e-5, 1e-4, 1e-3, 1e-2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5). For
each value, we compute both the L1-penalized result (‘LEO’) and the quadraticpenalized result (’Q-LEO’).
We compare our methods (LEO and Q-LEO) against standard NLM. In addition, we compare our results against the exponentially weighted average (EWA)
aggregation used in [17], and also more recently employed in [30]. In the EWA
method, the individual denoising estimates are combined using Eq. (5), but with
weighting factors found as
exp(−SUREp (j)/T )
∗
wp,EW
A (j) = P
q exp(−SUREq (j)/T )

(20)

with T , the temperature value, set to 0.4σ 2 , and SUREp (j) being an estimate
of Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimate for denoising estimate p and pixel j. Because
we used a different set of denoised images as input to the EWA aggregation, our
EWA results differ from those presented in [17] (even we use the authors’ EWA
code). However, by using the same inputs to EWA and our method, we are able to
directly compare the two aggregation methods. The EWA was employed in [17]
to reduce ‘rare patch’ effects by combining multiple NLM estimates generated by
different patches shapes, under the assumption that at least some of those patch
shapes will be relatively homogeneous. Unlike LEO, the EWA approach in [17]
does not directly address the question of preserving low-contrast edges. Finally,
we also compare against an implementation [31,32] of Total Variation, using a
Split Bregman approach [32,33].
Because we do not have reference (noise-free) images for our XBS data, we
are not able to compute commonly used metrics such as peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) or structural similarity index (SSIM) [34]. However, we are able to
measure edge contrast using the edge-based contrast metric (EBCM) from [35],
which captures image contrast by measuring the intensity of edge pixels in local
image regions.
Example images and results
Fig. 3 shows a first example of denoising an XBS image, zooming in on an organic package (light area) that the subject is wearing beneath clothing, near the
metallic belt-buckle (dark area). Standard NLM (b) usefully denoises the image
as compared to the raw data (a), but slightly blurs the package outline. In addition, greater residual noise can be seen near the belt buckle, as the buckle feature
has few matching regions in the image and these pixels belong to ‘rare patches’.
Subfigures (c)-(e) show LEO results with increasing values of the gradient penalty
weight; note the increased sharpness of the vertical edges of the package as compared to standard NLM. Finally, subfigure (f) shows that the Q-LEO result is
much smoother, even which high values of the gradient penalty are used, and
edges remain blurred. In (c)-(f), the optimization problem at each pixel is solved
without averaging across neighboring pixels (in other words, the neighborhood
Nj is a 1 × 1 region).
Because Total Variation is designed to be edge-preserving, it is interesting to
compare how a straightforward TV denoising performs for our image set. Fig. 4
shows the result of a Split Bregman implementation of TV denoising [31] for
several values of the TV regularization parameter. When the TV penalty is small
(subfigure a)), significant noise remains; as the penalty is increased, the noise is
smoothed but edge features in the image are also smoothed, most notably the
dark belt buckle feature in the lower middle of the image. We varied the TV
penalty from values that visually gave under-smoothed images up to those giving
oversmoothed images (ranging from 0.01 - 0.1, in 10 steps). The best-appearing
image for this subject is in subfigure b), but one can observe that the belt buckle
is already smeared in this result.
Fig. 3 showed results for LEO as solved locally on a 1-pixel neighborhood
(i.e., Nj ). This can sometimes lead to slight roughness or pixelation in the outline

of the object. To address this, the LEO result can be optimized over a small local
neighborhood, for example 3 × 3 neighborhoods. Fig. 5 compares 1 × 1 and 3 × 3
neighborhoods Nj for several XBS examples. As can be seen, the edges become
more continuous, at the cost of a slight decrease in the contrast of the edges.
Several further examples of results obtained using LEO are shown in Figs. 6-8.
In each plot, subfigure (a) shows the raw data, subfigure (b) shows standard NLM
output, (c) shows the EWA result, and (d) shows the LEO result for λ1 = 0.2,
which provided visually good results across the set of images.
In Fig. 6, the subject has an organic object below the arm. While visible on
both standard NLM and EWA results, the outlines of this object are somewhat
blurred as compared to the raw data. The LEO result shows a visually sharper
edge to the object, particularly along the lower edge.
A similar result is shown in Fig. 7; note here the increased contrast along the
two vertical edges.
Fig. 8 shows a challenging case in which the contrast between the organic
material and the body surface is quite small and is clearly blurred in the standard
NLM result. Here, the proposed LEO approach helps to clarify the object outline.
Edge enhancement in cases such as this holds potential for improving performance
of edge-detection-based image analysis algorithms.
Fig. 9 shows the effect of changing the LEO gradient penalty weight on the
edge contrast metric, for subject 25. At small values of λ1 , the penalty has negligible effect and LEO and Q-LEO results are equivalent; note however that the
averaging of various shapes to minimize data mismatch does provide a benefit
in the EBCM metric. As λ1 is increased, the edge contrast in the L1-penalized
LEO result increases. On the other hand, when the penalty is quadratic, smooth
solutions are encouraged and the EBCM metric drops as λ1 is increased. These
results are typical of those seen across the range of images, though the trends are
not as clear for some subjects. However, the trend to increased edge contrast for
LEO as λ1 increases, with less contrast for Q-LEO, matches the trends seen in
the other plots.
Table 1 shows values for the contrast metric across all images. The proposed
LEO method solved on a per-pixel basis (1 × 1) produces higher-contrast images
than either standard NLM, the quadratic gradient, or EWA for 7 of the 9 images,
with Q-LEO doing slightly better on one of the remaining images. Subject 39
is unusual in that there are several metal objects that have large halo effects in
standard NLM, so the EBCM metric may be over-optimistic for standard NLM
in this case as it will give an increased score to bright pixels that may be caused
by noise. Here we are selecting out the LEO and Q-LEO values for λ1 = 0.2,
which does not always produce the highest EBCM but was subjectively judged
to give good visual quality. For TV, the results plotted are the maximum across
all TV regularization values tested. Although this selection approach gives TV a
potentially unfair advantage in the comparison, all NLM variants except EWA
achieve higher EBCM scores than TV denoising.
All results presented above are for square patches with varying offsets, which
allows us to exploit fast integral image calculation methods [5]. However, the wide
variety of edge geometries means that there should be benefit to considering more
general patch shapes, and computationally efficient methods to computing results

for the arbitrary patch shapes have been proposed [17]. As an illustration that the
LEO method can be applied to arbitrary patch shapes, we used code provided by
the authors of [17] to compute NLM-denoised images for a series of 15 circular and
semi-circular patch shapes with different diameters and orientations (see demo
example from [36]). We then combined these patches using the LEO framework.
An example result is shown in Fig. 10, which compares a denoised result using
a circular patch with the LEO combination. Subfigure a) shows the result for a
circular patch (mid-sized circle from [36]); some residual noise is observed near
the dark metal objects due to rare patch effects, which is removed in the LEO
result with λ1 = 0.2 (subfigure b). While a more complete study of the benefit
of various patch shapes is a topic for future work, this example suggests that the
proposed LEO method can provide benefits for more general patch shapes.
Computational load
For a 256x256 pixel image, finding the weights with our triangle inequality / IRLS
approach required 49 sec, vs. 0.4 sec for EWA and 0.1 sec for the L2-normed
weight penalty. All run times were less than the 116 sec needed to compute the 10
NLM estimates for different patch shapes. For 260x480 pixel images (those shown
in Fig. 2), run times essentially doubled, with 246 sec needed to generate the 10
NLM estimates, and 99 sec needed for the triangle inequality / IRLS approach.
Testing was done under Matlab 2012b on a 2GHz processor running Linux.
Likely effect on edge detection
Edge detection is a key low-level element of machine vision system designed to
analyze images, particularly images such as XBS where edge information plays a
key role in analysis. Edge detection algorithms can be expected to perform better
for images where gradients show a clearer edge. Thus, in Fig. 11 the absolute
value of image gradients (calculated using Matlab ‘gradient’ command) are shown
for two images, both before and after denoising. As the upper subfigures show,
denoising of some sort is needed as otherwise the high-frequency noise in the data
obscures the true edge map. Improvements are seen when using NLM denoising
(subfigures (c) - (d)), and use of the LEO approach ( (e)-(f)) noticeably boosts the
ability to identify edge pixels. Thus even without generating system-level results,
we can see that the LEO method can be expected to boost system performance.
XBS dose estimation from imagery
The radiation dose experienced by the traveling public due to XBS scanning has
been a topic of public debate. In [37], Rez et al. measured the noise in publicly
available XBS images and, assuming the noise is described by Poisson statistics,
estimated the X-ray dose needed to generate the observed noise. This led to estimates higher than those reported by manufacturers or the government, though
other investigators have estimated lower dosages [38]. In the context of the work
presented here, it is important to note that estimating X-ray dose from the denoised images presented above would lead to a significant over-estimate; while
the denoised images have noticeably lower noise than the raw data, this is clearly

due to post-processing effects. In general, it is important to establish that no
post-processing has been applied to XBS images before attempting to estimate
dose from image noise.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Here we have described a method for combining multiple denoising estimates in
which we seek to minimize image gradients while simultaneously minimizing data
mismatch. This denoising method is specifically developed for applications such
as the low-dose X-ray backscatter (XBS) application discussed above, where edge
information is of interest. We have formulated the problem such that relatively
fast computationally solutions are feasible for local (pixel-wise) solutions of the
optimization problem. The examples above demonstrate that local optimization
gives the user a means to trade off edge enhancement vs. other measures of image
quality, enhancing low-contrast features while maintaining the noise halo reductions seen in other multi-patch methods [17].
We envision several useful paths forward for future research. In our implementation, we mainly examined combinations of NLM estimates made using offset rectangular patch shapes, although we demonstrate that the proposed method
can be used to combine results for arbitrary patch shapes [17]. More fully exploring the use of more general patch shapes, in combination with the local optimization methods proposed here, is a promising path for further improving denoising
performance. As a second research direction, we note that while the results shown
above were all for combinations of multiple non-local means denoising estimates,
the basic approach can be applied to combine nearly any type of denoising estimate. The computational load of the proposed technique is mainly incurred due
to the need to estimate multiple NLM outputs. For real-time applications, an intriguing idea is to combine multiple moving average filter estimates. Initial experiments suggest that this approach can provide high-quality denoising results at a
greatly reduced cost, and this concept will be explored in a future publication.
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Table 1. EBCM edge contrast metrics for locally optimized XBS images The approach with
highest EBCM is shown in bold.
ID

Standard

TV

EWA

Q-LEO 1 × 1

Q-LEO 3 × 3

LEO 1 × 1

LEO 3 × 3

6

10.52

8.56

3.01

11.06

10.79

11.08

10.84

8

10.55

8.58

2.93

10.56

10.48

10.71

10.33

25
30

11.44
11.52

8.45
8.44

2.98
3.24

11.55
11.51

11.43
11.36

11.71
11.64

11.44
11.22

39

12.97

8.56

2.98

12.08

11.76

10.76

10.43

46
63

11.19
11.71

9.32
9.53

2.60
3.21

11.42
12.01

11.26
11.99

11.56
12.19

11.22
11.90

69
75

12.14
10.43

9.72
8.17

3.47
3.37

12.34
10.27

12.18
10.24

12.03
10.58

11.89
10.18

List of Figure captions
Figure 1: Several NLM denoisings of cameraman image, with associated offset
patches (square shows patch shape, while dot shows pixel being denoised). Subfigure a) uses a centered patch. Subfigures b) and c) use offset patches as shown,
causing noise halos to be concentrated to left or right of the cameraman’s head.
Subfigure d) shows a pixel-by-pixel optimized combination of patches as described
in the text.
Figure 2: XBS images used in testing, prior to denoising.
Figure 3: Results of local optimization on Subject 30 image. a) Noisy image, b)
Standard NLM, c) LEO, 1 × 1, λ1 = 1e − 5 , d) LEO, 1 × 1, λ1 = 0.2, e) LEO,
1 × 1, λ1 = 1.5, f) Q-LEO, 1 × 1, λ1 = 1.5. For the LEO result, package edges
become sharper as regularization increases; the Q-LEO result is much smoother.
Figure 4: Total Variation (TV) denoising for Subject 30 image, for different TV
regularization parameters: a) λT V = 0.02, b) λT V = 0.05, c) λT V = 0.08, d)
λT V = 0.1. Note that for higher values, the dark belt-buckle feature is eroded.
Figure 5: Difference between 1x1 and 3x3 local LEO solutions. a) 1x1, Subject
20, b) 1x1, Subject 46, c) 3x3, Subject 20, d) 3x3, Subject 46.
Figure 6: Results of local optimization XBS image, Subject 25. a) Noisy image,
b) standard NLM result, c) EWA combination, d) LEO local combination. Note
the improvement in edge contrast.
Figure 7: Results of local optimization XBS image, Subject 46. a) Noisy image,
b) standard NLM result, c) EWA combination, d) LEO local combination. Note
the improvement in edge contrast.
Figure 8: Results of local optimization XBS image, Subject 75. a) Noisy image,
b) standard NLM result, c) EWA combination, d) LEO local combination. Note
the improvement in edge contrast.
Figure 9: Results of varying λ1 for Subject 25 image. As regularization parameter
increase, edges become sharper as measured by the EBCM metric when gradient
is penalized according to the L1 measure; when an L2 (quadratic) penalty is applied, image becomes smoother and EBCM decreases.
Figure 10: Results for non-square patch shapes for Subject 8 image. a) ‘standard’ NLM result but using circular patch shape, b) LEO local combination of 15
circular- and semi-circular patches. Note the smoother result near the belt buckle
(dark object at lower left).
Figure 11: Image gradients for two XBS images. a) and b), gradient of raw images
for subjects 30 and 75, respectively. c) and d), gradient of standard NLM outputs;
e) and f), gradients of proposed LEO method.
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Figure 1. Several NLM denoisings of cameraman image, with associated offset patches (square
shows patch shape, while dot shows pixel being denoised). Subfigure a) uses a centered patch.
Subfigures b) and c) use offset patches as shown, causing noise halos to be concentrated to left
or right of the cameraman’s head. Subfigure d) shows a pixel-by-pixel optimized combination
of patches as proposed below.

Figure 2. XBS images used in testing, prior to denoising.
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Figure 3. Results of local optimization on Subject 30 image. a) Noisy image, b) Standard NLM,
c) LEO, 1 × 1, λ1 = 1e − 5 , d) LEO, 1 × 1, λ1 = 0.2, e) LEO, 1 × 1, λ1 = 1.5, f) Q-LEO,
1 × 1, λ1 = 1.5. For the LEO result, package edges become sharper as regularization increases;
the Q-LEO result is much smoother.
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Figure 4. Total Variation (TV) denoising for Subject 30 image, for different TV regularization
parameters: a) λT V = 0.02, b) λT V = 0.05, c) λT V = 0.08, d) λT V = 0.1. Note that for higher
values, the dark belt-buckle feature is eroded.
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Figure 5. Difference between 1x1 and 3x3 local LEO solutions. a) 1x1, Subject 20, b) 1x1,
Subject 46, c) 3x3, Subject 20, d) 3x3, Subject 46.
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Figure 6. Results of local optimization XBS image, Subject 25. a) Noisy image, b) standard
NLM result, c) EWA combination, d) LEO local combination. Note the improvement in edge
contrast.
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Figure 7. Results of local optimization XBS image, Subject 46. a) Noisy image, b) standard
NLM result, c) EWA combination, d) LEO local combination. Note the improvement in edge
contrast.
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Figure 8. Results of local optimization XBS image, Subject 75. a) Noisy image, b) standard
NLM result, c) EWA combination, d) LEO local combination. Note the improvement in edge
contrast.
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Figure 9. Results of varying λ1 for Subject 25 image. As regularization parameter increase, edges
become sharper as measured by the EBCM metric when gradient is penalized according to the
L1 measure; when an L2 (quadratic) penalty is applied, image becomes smoother and EBCM
decreases.
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Figure 10. Results for non-square patch shapes for Subject 8 image. a) ‘standard’ NLM result
but using circular patch shape, b) LEO local combination of 15 circular- and semi-circular
patches. Note the smoother result near the belt buckle (dark object at lower left).
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Figure 11. Image gradients for two XBS images. a) and b), gradient of raw images for subjects
30 and 75, respectively. c) and d), gradient of standard NLM outputs; e) and f), gradients of
proposed LEO method.
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